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Club doings…
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Member doings…
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Photographing grizzlies in Alaska
Evaluation 101:

by Cliff Anderson

Nature photography

Creating a solid black background in-camera
The Myra Canyon Trestles
Assignment: Bugs and/or Flowers

by Jim Troyanek
Colour Category
Black and White
Digital Art

Grabbed from the camera bag
Cover photo by Gary Wilson
Taken with a Nikon D600 and Nikor 500 f4 lens
Settings: f6.3 1/250 ISO 1000 500mm
Taken on a rainy dull day
Almost no cropping
OP Shutterbug

This newsletter is published
monthly via posting to the club
website. Back issues can also
be accessed from the website.
Submissions: The editor welcomes
ideas, questions, suggestions, and
photos that illustrate club activities.
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Sold an image? Exhibiting ? Win a
photo contest prize? Taking a
photo-related course?
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Other members would be
interested in hearing about it.
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Please send to Editor
Frieda Van der Ree at
newsletter.opc@gmail.com
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Oceanside Photographers is a member of
the Oceanside Community Arts Council.

The aim of the club is to promote learning,
sharing and the enjoyment of photography
in a convivial atmosphere.
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October Calendar

Club doings…
September Education Meeting

David Haynes, centre, answers
questions after his presentation.

Photo by Editor

September General Meeting
RGB and CMYK; tones and tints; complementary and analogous...members attending
that evening were given a lesson in colour-speak
by David and Lesley Haynes. Their presentation
touched on the history, terminology and practical
application of colour theory.
The section on selecting the most effective matt
colours when framing images sparked some lively
differences of opinion.

The rescheduled date for the education
meeting this month may have accounted for the
smaller than usual number of attendees.
However, fewer people meant that everyone
there enjoyed extra space and opportunity to
play with the photo setup that Libby Lovis, Gail
Courtice and Paul Edelenbos had put in place, of
water droplets on plastic surfaces over coloured
paper.
Exercises such as this provide an
excellent way to learn more about our cameras
settings.
As well, we were all able to sit around one
table for a lively Q&A session.
Libby’s education challenge this month:
—try your own setup of water droplets on
plastic or glass set over coloured paper (see
example below)
—learn how to make a photo triptych
...then upload your photos to the website for
showing at the next education meeting.

Coming up: Speaker for October meeting
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Above, Gary Wilson chats with Nick Bosma and his wife at
NIWRA.
Photo by Michael Van der Ree

September Field Trip to NIWRA

Robin Lafleur believes that his iPhone 4 “is just
as much a tool for art as any other camera” and
proved his point with an exhibition of his images
at the MAC this summer. One of the best things
about a phone, he says, is that it’s always with
you, ready to be used. How many of us can say as
much about our more traditional cameras?
Please remember to wear your name tag to club
meetings and events. Lost your tag? See
Debra at the welcome desk to order another.

General Meeting—Wednesday 2nd
Education Meeting—Tuesday 15th
Field Trip—Sunday 13th

Photo by Michael Van der Ree taken with a Panasonic
Lumix DMC ZS25 (point and shoot)
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About a dozen members enjoyed shooting at
the North Island Wildlife Refuge and lunch at
Trees Diner afterwards on Sunday, September
8th. A resident bear kept us captivated with his
antics in a bath basin, though two layers of wire
fencing stood in the way of good photographs.
Paul Edelenbos explained that when the fencing
and subject are far enough apart, you can selectively focus on the subject and the fencing will
barely show.
More on next page….
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Field Trips, cont’d

Member doings...

October 13th Field Trip: Morden Colliery
Historic Provincial Park

NEW MEMBER OPENS STUDIO
ON MARINA WAY

In this 4-hectare park 7km south of Nanaimo
you'll find one of the two remaining coal tipples in
all of North America, a remnant of the oncethriving Pacific Coal Company which operated at
this site between 1912 and 1921. Opportunities to
photograph this site may not last much longer-because of deterioration the structure is in danger
of being dismantled within the next few years
unless funding is found to save it.
Photographic possibilities include the head
frame and tipple at the pit-head, remnants of the
smokestack with its dramatic arch, and tracings of
long-gone buildings poking out from the undergrowth. As well, RDN maintains a 1.2km trail that
follows an historic railway right-of-way from the
mine site to the Nanaimo River .
Here you'll find more natural subjects including a
beaver dam, birds, and a wide variety of native
plants. You'll want to come back here in spring
when the native wildflowers are in full display.
For lunch we'll go to the ever-popular Crow and
Gate English Pub (if we can get seating) which
isn't far as that crow flies but requires a detour
back up to Cedar and Yellowpoint Road. Click
here for map and directions to both venues.

Marcie Gauntlett was told about our club while
browsing at Island Exposures Gallery and joined
OP before she had even unfinished packing after
moving here from the Sooke area this summer.
Not that moving is unusual in her life—she has
lived in Massachusetts (her birthplace),
Bermuda, Saudi Arabia, Florida, Brussels,
Moscow and Bonn, the latter three being
postings with the US Foreign Service which she
had joined when in her fifties. In Moscow she
worked in the visa department of the embassy
and reports that though she made little headway
learning French or German during her other
postings, she quickly became conversant in
Russian.
When Marcie and husband Jan were looking to
buy a house in this area they couldn't resist
choosing the one with an airy sky-lighted studio
on the property, formerly owned by artist Nancy
Day. Marcie's Beachcomber Studio reflects an
eclectic, adventurous life, with her own
photographs jostling for space with paintings
collected while in the Soviet Union plus
collectibles from her many passions. She is an
enthusiastic foodie: has written a recipe column
for the Arab News in Riyadh, owned a B&B in
Arkansas after retiring, and operated a cooking
school out of her home near Sooke. She is eager
to connect with local mycologists for the coming
mushroom-hunting season.
Marcie's interest in photography started with a
Brownie Hawkeye given to her when she was
ten and led to stints of freelance photojournal-

If you have guests on this Thanksgiving weekend,
remember that you are welcome to bring them
along.
Due to allergies, asthma and other conditions,
we request that you do not wear anything with
a fragrance to the club meetings.
OP Shutterbug
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ism, with her work appearing in a Florida
newspaper, the Moscow Times and the US Army’s
‘Stars and Stripes.’ More recently her landscapes
and portraits of people and animals have
exhibited and sold in the Victoria area.
Marcie invites OP members to drop by for wine,
snacks and chat at her official opening...
Saturday September 28th from 3-5pm
Beachcomber Studio
1598 Marina Way, Nanoose Bay
Phone # 250 468 2708
Website: http://beachcomberstudio.ca/
photographs.html

Marcie Gauntlett with a beachscape and her ‘Portrait of a
Dog’ printed on canvas.
Photo by editor
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Backstory: Photographing grizzlies in Alaska

On our trip to Alaska, Carol, her sister, Linda,
and I had seen bears in Glacier Bay from a
significant distance and from the safety of a
small power launch. However, none of the
bears observed were as exciting as the
encounter at the Chilkat River near Haines,
Alaska. On the Chilkat River, the sockeye
salmon run was in full swing with the daily
salmon count being in the order of thousands
per day. This rich bounty attracted grizzlies to
the river to feast.
Our first encounter with a bear occurred when
Linda dropped Carol and me off from her Jeep
while she returned to her motorhome site to
retrieve the cameras she had forgotten to bring.
We were left in the parking lot beside the picnic
area and boat launch at the junction of the
Chilkat River and Chilkat Lake.
Carol was at the boat launch photographing
the lake while I was uphill in the parking lot
adjacent to the river. There were a couple of
motorhomes parked behind further up the road.
OP Shutterbug

by Cliff Anderson

I was walking down the road
towards Carol when I heard a
woman shriek, “There’s a bear
behind you!”
I looked around and sure
enough, behind me about
twenty feet, was a large grizzly
crossing the road. I continued
walking and even though I had a
camera around my neck I didn’t
stop to photograph the bear.
Carol was so frightened she
neglected to photograph the
scene for a few minutes.
Eventually she did get a
photograph of the bear and I, but she was not
composed enough to do a good job. The bear
continued to walk across the parking lot while I
continued to amble casually down towards
Carol. We did get a photograph (see above) of
that grizzly walking down the river fishing.
Other bear were photographed from the Jeep
window at distances of twenty to thirty feet.
The bears were busy fishing for salmon and
gorging themselves and didn’t seem to be
concerned about our presence. However,
these bears were not pussycats as we later
found out. The camp host informed us that one
of the bears had torn up three tents in the
campground.
We also photographed bears in Denali
National Park, but never as close to them as at
Chilkat Lake. As a sobering thought, a week
after we left Denali, a news clip on TV showed a
bear approaching a camera and eventually
mauling to death the photographer.
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Some thoughts on photographing
wildlife…
Photographing wildlife involves an uneasy
balance between the agendas of photographer
and subject, and the fatal mauling of the
photographer referred to in Cliff’s article
reminds us that the stakes can be high for either
side: for forensic purposes rangers shot the bear
that they thought was responsible.
Though neither photographer nor bear
survived this encounter the camera and the
photos did survive, showing 28 images taken
over about eight minutes in this session, with
the grizzly peacefully grazing until its sudden
charge and attack. Rangers estimate that
Richard White, 49, of San Diego was standing
only about 50 feet from the grizzly .
How close is too close? Consider this: Usain
Bolt, the fastest man on earth, was clocked
near 28mph for a short sprint. Bears can easily
run 30mph. How much head start do you think
you’d need?
Another grizzly/camera story: “Photographer
Andrew Kane found himself having to report
damage to the Nikon D4 he'd rented after it was
attacked by a grizzly bear. Kane had the
presence of mind to document the attack, using
his D700 and 70-300VR that he had slung around
his neck - grabbing some impressively sharp
images of the bear mauling the rented kit.“
(from DPReview)
See the photographer’s account and images at
http://www.fredmiranda.com/forum/
topic/1114874
—Editor
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Evaluation 101

Nature photography

This year our club will once again submit an entry to the Celebration of
Nature Photography Competition (CoNPC) sponsored by the Lions Gate
Camera Club (LGCC). A club entry consists of ten images by ten different
photographers, and our entry will compete with those from clubs all across
BC and the Yukon. The submission deadline is November 15th so this would
be a good time to review the very particular entry criteria.
Below is a summary of that criteria as laid out by LGCC, along with further
explanations drawn from the CAPA Judging Manual (JM) concerning nature
and wildlife photography.
Categories: Birds (where the dominant subject/s are avian)
Mammals (where the dominant subject/s are mammals)
General Nature (floral, scenics--any other nature image that is
not in the previous categories)
What is nature photography?
--"photography taken outdoors and devoted to displaying natural
elements such as landscapes, wildlife, plants, and close-ups of natural
scenes and textures." (JM)
--images that depict "living, untamed animals and uncultivated plants in a
natural habitat, geology and the wide diversity of natural phenomena, from
insects to icebergs" JM
What is not allowed in an image?
--"evidence of the 'hand of man' must not be present in any part of
the image, including roads, trails, fences, power lines/wires and forestry
clear-cuts"
--"photographs of cultivated plants, domestic animals and taxidermy
specimens are not allowed"
--"the presence of scientific bands or collars is acceptable , but should be
minimal" (all from CNPC)
What amount of image manipulation is allowed?
--keep in mind that nature photography-- like photojournalism and
documentary photography--is meant to capture what the eye sees.
-- The photographer may make any manipulation, enhancement, modification, cropping, or removal of distracting elements, that can be done incamera, or in the 'digital darkroom', to improve the presentation of the
image. However, this should not significantly alter the original
OP Shutterbug

scene, introduce another object/subject, or introduce an un natural effect.
--the combining of multiple images is allowed only to stitch together a
panoramic view or to extend dynamic range (within the limits of appearing
'natural')
--no borders, frames or signatures (all from CoNPC)
What makes a good nature image?
--judges will value the aesthetic merits of an image (effective cropping,
composition, etc.)
--technical qualities such as lighting, focus, good use of depth of field, etc.
--for wildlife, showing habitat and activity is better than a still pose
--a creative or unusual approach
--the image should include enough of the subject to show what it is
--Summary: the image should be both a work of art and an
accurate record of the natural environment. (JM)
Other considerations
--images should show respect for and appreciation of the natural world and
its creatures
--photographers are expected to treat subjects "with an understanding of
their tolerance limits, and refrain form stressing any animal when in pursuit
of a photograph." This especially applies to nestlings and recently-born
• To get a feeling for what works in this sort of competition it’s a good
idea to see the winning images of past competitions: click here.
• For the complete competition rules click here.
Example: Gary Wilson’s appealing cover photo
Good:
—effective use of natural framing
—well composed and lit;
—sharply focussed throughout the parts of the frame that
show the natural cover from which the animal emerged
—has a story-telling appeal: a young animal’s curiosity overcoming caution
BUT: this image would be disqualified
—‘the hand of man’ is showing (the railing)
—the photographer and raccoon are obviously interacting, which puts the photographer into the frame as well
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Creating a solid black background in-camera
“The story goes ..... I went to water a hanging
basket and while I could tell that there was water
in the can; I couldn't get any to come out. Always
thinking, I blew into the spout and cleared the
blockage. When I went to refill the can this is
what came to the surface” …Les McLean
f/11
1/350 sec
ISO 400
Spot metering
Exposure
bias +1

Les McLean’s photo of the frog in the watering
can gains much of its oomph from the black space
framing the frog and the black background
framing the can. There is nothing in this image to
distract the eye from the simplicity of its three
main elements: frog, can, dark space. The plain
black background also serves to highlight the
interesting shapes in the negative space around
the can, and to the spout which leads the eye
down toward the frog.
Solid black space can add considerable drama to
an image—a useful tool in any photographer’s
bag of skills. So, how do you get it?
OP Shutterbug

f9.5 1/125 sec ISO 400
Exposure bias 0
Focal length 26mm

f9.5 1/90 sec ISO 400
Exposure bias +1
Focal length 26mm

f9.5 1/1000 sec ISO 400
Exposure bias +.5
Focal length 22mm

Above: three of Les’ trial shots on the way to finding the right settings for a black background

Studio photographers often make use of black
backdrops of cloth or other material. And of
course black spaces can be added later in the
digital darkroom though this can be time
consuming and finicky.
Les explains how he achieved the effect incamera: “I used this spot for the peaches photo
a few days before. When it came to taking the
frog photo in the full sun I could see that the
background was distracting. That made me think
of the peaches. We have a motorized canopy
that I could use to regulate the amount of
shadow cast on the corner of our patio, so ...The
dark background is simply the deep shade with
the contrast of bright sunlight on the subject. With the frog (subject) correctly exposed
you get the desired background. Dirt simple
lighting 101.”
The point, Les says, is “to take advantage of the
camera’s handicap when it comes to rendering
the subtle shades of grey. The eye does a far
better job and if you keep that in mind you can
better visualize how the end product will turn
out...the camera will see fewer steps between
bright and dark than the eye.”
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Using flash to get a black background
Glyn Dewis, a colleague of Scott Kelby, describes
how to use flash in order to get this effect. The
technique requires
—an off-camera flash
—an umbrella (or other way of tunnelling light
from the flash).
—light directed to subject but none on background
—appropriate camera and flash settings
See complete instructions at...
http://glyndewis.com/the-invisible-black-backdrop
-photography-technique/
We may be trying this out at the next education
meeting thanks to Paul Edelenbos.

Example from
tutorial by
Glyn Dewis
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The Myra Canyon Trestles – August 2013
The August Newsletter article re OP members
visiting different parts of the world got me thinking that perhaps members should think about visiting our Beautiful British Columbia.
One such place would be the Myra Canyon Trestles near Kelowna in the Okanagan. The Myra Canyon is 12KM section of the old Kettle Valley Railroad (KVR) which ran from the south-central area
of the Province, up through the Okanagan and
ultimately terminating at the Coast. Since the KVR
was completely shut down in 1990 many areas
along the rail line route have been turned into hiking/biking trails. The Myra Canyon is one such area. It is easy to hike and bike since there are virtually no up and down grades to worry about.

The Canyon is horseshoe shaped consisting of 18
trestles of varying lengths, 2 rock cuts and 2 tunnels. All of these obstacles presented problems
for the engineers, such as one “S” shaped trestle
that had to be built in the S shape in order to line
up the tracks at either end. You can start from either end, Ruth Station or Myra Station. I think you
get the biggest bang for your buck starting at the
latter, since you are almost immediately into the
OP Shutterbug

by Jim Troyanek
Canyon and it’s wonders.
On August 21, 2013 a friend from Kelowna and
I with cameras in tow hiked the section from
Myra Station (trestle #18), out 6.5 KM to trestle
#5 and back. A fine sunny Okanagan day for a
13KM walk. Having said that, there were no
special photographic challenges since the light
and conditions were excellent.

the Canyon. Our biggest fauna prize was the Golden Mantled Ground Squirrel. We came upon several of them, some even looking for a hand out.
There are many fine views and photo ops along
this 12km rail bed...of the trestles, the ravines below each trestle, the tunnels and of the valley below where Okanagan Lake, Kelowna and West Kelowna can be seen.
In 2003 the well known Okanagan fire took
out most of the trestles, all of which have been
rebuilt. In April 2013 a rock slide above trestle
#3 did considerable damage. Note the very
large boulder in the photo above. The trestle
has not been repaired, but a very rough temporary trail has been built up and around this trestle.
Depending on the time of year, there are approximately 20 different animals and about the
same number of birds that may be spotted in

Beautiful British Columbia – it’s so CLOSE.

The following two links will provide you with a short history of the KVR and Myra Canyon and how to
get there:
http://www.myracanyon.com/history_myra_canyon.htm
http://www.myratrestles.com/getting-there.php
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Assignment: Bugs and/or Flowers

Colour Category

SECOND

FIRST

Jack Harynuk

No Goodies Here

Brad Powell

Pollenator

Clifford Anderson

wings of lace

THIRD (tied)
Shelley Harynuk
Dragon

OP Shutterbug
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Assignment: Bugs and/or Flowers Black and White Category

SECOND

FIRST
OP Shutterbug

Kevin McGuinness

Web in Silhouette

THIRD
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Carol Anderson

Jack Harynuk

Daisy—Black and White

No Nectar
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Assignment: Bugs and/or Flowers

Digital Art Category

Kevin McGuinness
Wildflowers,
Sombrio Beach

SECOND

Ed Mosier
Neon Bumblebee

FIRST

Frieda Van der Ree

Gilded Lily

THIRD (tied)

Caron Anderson
OP Shutterbug

Purple Fluff
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Roy Watts

Art Show
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Grabbed from the camera bag
When NOT to use the rule of thirds
—when symmetry is a major part of the image
—when you want to suggest balance and stillness
—when the focal point needs to be in the centre,
in order to draw attention to it within a very busy
image
—when other ordering structures are carrying
the load: s curve, leading lines, diagonals
—in a square frame

Pacific Zone News Fall Edition
Want to see what other CAPA member clubs
in BC and Yukon are up to? The Fall 2013 issue
of the Pacific Zone News is now available.
The newsletter contains information about
photographic events throughout the fall and
winter season, plus photo tips and interesting articles.
Please note: If you like entering photo competitions, this is a good source of information.

Canadian Association of Photographic Arts
website: www.capapac.org .
Maybe the judgement of whether something is art
should come from the viewer and not the doer.
Alan Babbitt

OP Shutterbug

CAPA Judging Course to be held
in Langley in November
Place: Kwantlen Langley Campus
20901 Langley Bypass
Saturday Nov 2nd 8:30—5:00
Cost $130
Please contact editor for e-mailable copy of the
registration form.

Kevin McGuinness’ close-to-square winning assignment image is a good example of the use of a
diagonal as the ordering structure.

Aimia AGO Photography finalists chosen
BC-born Erin Shirreff was one of four finalists
shortlisted out of 14 nominees from nine countries for what used to be known as the Grange
Prize. The winner, to be announced Nov 7th, will
be awarded an exhibit at the Art Gallery of Ontario and a six-week residency in Canada as part of
the $50,000 prize. Erin has a BFA from UVic and
an MFA from Yale. Click here for examples of her
work.
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